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I Introduction

Learning outcomes

By the end of this chapter readers should have a better understanding of the

following:

1 the meaning and definition of decision making

2 key models used to describe and explain decision making

3 the nature of health behaviour and its various dimensions

4 the definition of adolescence and the unique features that typify adolescent

decision making

5 theoretical and empirical arguments for the importance of decision making

in understanding adolescents’ health behaviour

6 how this book fits in with wider professional psychology.

Chapter summary

This chapter considers the meaning of the term ‘decision making’, and how

this construct can inform our understanding of adolescent health behaviour.

Decision making is considered both as an elaborate process, with several

stages, and as a single momentary event. The distinction is made between

rational or competent choice, and biased or simplistic problem solving strat-

egies. The chapter describes key models of decision making, highlighting the

importance of certainty, the probability and value of potential outcomes, and

people’s preferred decision making styles. The concept of health behaviour is

introduced and defined, highlighting the distinction between sick role, illness

and health behaviour. Adolescent decision making is described as multifac-

eted, incorporating both competent and defective strategies, with potentially

significant implications for a variety of health behaviours. The chapter con-

cludes with a discussion of the relevance of this book as a supplementary text

in professional psychology.
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Chapter outline

I begin this chapter by introducing the concept of decision making, with its

inherent ambiguities and multidimensionality. Next I discuss some key deci-

sionmaking theories, with particular emphasis on the conflict-theorymodel. The

concept of health behaviour is defined, followed by a definition of adolescence. I

look at the nature of decision making in adolescence, reviewing selected studies

from the literature. This chapter concludeswith some discussion of the relevance

of this book to academic subjects in professional psychology.

What is decision making?

A teenage boy finally throws away all his cigarettes and gives up smok-

ing for good, after months of ‘trying to quit’. A plump schoolgirl makes a snap

decision to go on a diet after being teased by some other girls in her class. An

adolescent diagnosed with kidney failure agrees to undergo a kidney transplant

after detailed consultations with his parents and doctor.

The notion of decision making is such a familiar and ubiquitous concept to

almost anyone with a basic education (and many without), regardless of culture,

that its meaning and definition should be fairly obvious. Yet the reality is that, in

psychology at least, this is far from the case.

Problematic definition

Likemany other psychological phenomena (e.g. personality), there is no universally

accepted definition of human decision making to be found in psychology textbooks

and journal articles. Some psychologists describe decision making as a process,

unfolding gradually over time, through a series of steps (e.g. Janis and Mann, 1977;

Prochaska et al., 1994). Others portray it as a single static event, in which various

emotions, thoughts, and other personal and situational factors combine simultane-

ously to determine a person’s choice (Rogers, 1975, 1983; Ajzen, 1980, 1991).

Part of the problem in defining human decision making is that it is not solely a

psychological phenomenon. For example, a decision to cut down on alcohol con-

sumption can be understood from both psychological and economic perspectives.

A psychologist would view the decision as the outcome of a complex interplay

between psychological mechanisms, such as stress, personality, cognitions, emo-

tions and previous behaviour. An economist by contrast is likely to see things in

terms of financial cost–benefit considerations.

Thus, even if psychologists could agree on a definition of decision making, this

characterisation is likely to be considered narrow and inadequate by economists

and professionals from other social sciences.
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Another problem encountered in defining decision making is that it is a com-

plex and multifaceted phenomenon that can be difficult to recognise, and may

vary across individuals and situations.

For example, two youths might make a decision to quit smoking. Yet, their

decisions may vary widely in terms of the number and type of options considered

(none, several, thousands), the number of other people consulted for advice (e.g.

one, several, thousands), and their relationship to the decision maker (friends,

family, doctor), the amount of time it took to arrive at a decision (e.g. several years

or a split second), what triggered the decision in the first place (e.g. a threat, a

challenge or nothing in particular), and how quickly the decision is implemented

(e.g. immediately, several weeks later).

To make matters worse, it may not always be obvious to observers that a

decision was made, especially if the commitment wasn’t made public. Even the

decision maker may not have made a conscious choice to quit smoking, but rather

simply ‘drifted’ into this position with barely any deliberate thought at all.

One decision maker may be driven entirely by emotion while another might

base her choice solely on logic, or even arithmetic. Furthermore, the way any one

individual makes decisions may vary widely across different scenarios or situa-

tions. For example, a boy who is careful and considered when there is a lot at stake

(e.g. a serious threat of death or disease) may become impulsive and thoughtless in

less urgent situations (e.g. considering what toothpaste to use).

In view of these complexities, several competing accounts of decision making

have emerged over the years in psychology. One of the most notable debates

concerns whether decision making is a process, unfolding gradually through a

series of stages, or merely a single momentary event that occurs at a particular

point in time. Another debate concerns whether decisions are inherently ration-

alistic, biased and/or a matter of simplistic rules of thumb.

Let’s consider each of these issues.

Decision making as a process

The idea here is simple. People arrive at decisions through a series of stages or

steps, which typically unfold over a discernible period of time (Janis and Mann,

1976, 1977, 1982; Janis, 1983, 1984, 1986; Prochaska and Velicer, 1997; Byrnes,

2002). Failure to progress successfully through all the stages, for example owing

to intellectual limitations, stress and other impediments, generally impairs the

quality of the final decision.

Proponents of this idea general identify an initial stage when the need for a

decision becomes apparent, followed by several stages during which the decision

maker clarifies what he or she is trying to achieve (i.e. sets goals), searches for

and evaluates the available options, makes a commitment, and then proceeds to

implement it.

There appear to be three basic steps, based on existing behavioural science litera-

ture (e.g. Janis and Mann, 1976, 1977; Friedman, 1996; Byrnes, 2002): recognising
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a problem and setting goals; deliberating about possible solutions; and making a

commitment.

Problem recognition and goal setting. The individual becomes aware of a

development that necessitates a decision. For example, a teenage smoker may

start contemplating giving up cigarettes after developing a respiratory infection.

He decides what his priorities or goals are (e.g. protecting his health, looking

good, impressing friends), and sets about pursuing them.

Mental deliberation. The decision maker surveys his options and evaluates

their various costs and benefits. He may browse the Internet for information, seek

advice from significant others, and reflect on previous experiences that may be

relevant. The objective here is to identify the best option, the one that stands the

best chance of achieving his goal(s).

Commitment and implementation. The person makes his choice, and starts to

implement it. He may communicate his decision to significant others, and make

tangible preparations to execute his decision. For example, a smoker who has

decided to quit may announce his plans to friends, throw away all his cigarettes,

and join a local smoking cessation support group.

Implicit in this view of decision making is the notion of rationality (Edwards,

1961), the idea that people weigh up various pros and cons in a logical manner,

and then select any option that best maximises their potential gains and/or

minimises possible losses.

Decision making as an event

One school of thought views decision making as a single event, occurring at a

specific moment. The key distinguishing feature of this approach is the absence of

stages or steps of decision making. Essentially, decisions simply occur as in one

step. Various models used by health psychologists to explain risk behaviours, such

as the health belief model (Rosenstock, 1974), protection motivation theory

(Rogers, 1975, 1983) and the theory of planned behaviour (Ajzen, 1980) all

epitomise this view of decision making.

These models identify various thoughts, emotions and other psychological

conditions that may lead to a healthy or unhealthy choice (e.g. to carry on smoking

or quit), with no particular reference to stages of decision making.

For example, widely used frameworks such as the health belief model (Janz and

Becker, 1984) and protection motivation theory (Rogers, 1983) propose that

beliefs about the seriousness of a threat, one’s vulnerability to the threat, and the

benefits or efficacy of recommended preventive action, instantaneously affect a

person’s motivation to adopt health protective behaviours.

Decisions are assumed to ‘happen’ once various psychological influences have

been brought to bear on the individual. So, for example, a person may decide to go

on a diet once he develops a favourable attitude towards dieting, or forms an

intention to do so (Ajzen, 1991). No protracted time sequence is imposed, or even

suggested, by these models.
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Casual observation of everyday decision making would lend some credence to

this view of decision making. Think about the last few decisions you made this

morning.Were they all protracted and deliberative or snap on-the-spot judgements?

Chances are that, for most readers, many daily decisions amount to momentary

assertions, lasting seconds or just a few minutes.

The concept of rationality

Until very recently human decision making was traditionally viewed as an

essentially rationalistic affair. In other words, decisions were based on careful

and objective evaluation of the costs and benefits of alternative courses of action.

People typically made decisions that offered the maximum benefit and/or entailed

the fewest costs, compared with the competing decision alternatives.

This rather self-serving view of humanity became established in the early part

of the twentieth century, inspired by the works of social philosophers such as

Lewin (1951) and Edwards (1961). Kurt Lewin’s influence is especially note-

worthy. He developed a theory designed to demonstrate how organisational

change occurs. Change according to Lewin occurs in a ‘force field’ that contains

both restraining and facilitating forces.

The restraining factors comprise various barriers that impede change, such as habit,

financial expense and various hassles: these are the costs of change. Facilitating

forces comprise factors that propel change, such as wage increases, customer sat-

isfaction, and profit: these are the perceived benefits of change.

Restraining and facilitating factors correspond to perceived costs and benefits. In

rational decisionmaking the priority is to select the least costly and/or most beneficial

option. The decision maker is thoughtful, calm and deliberative, and makes every

effort to obtain all the relevant information and advice, before a commitment is made.

It should come as no surprise to many readers that this view of decision making,

albeit sensible and applicable in many real-life scenarios, is by no means univer-

sally accepted. Critiques raise a number of important concerns, perhaps the most

notable of which is deadline pressure (Janis and Mann, 1977). Making decisions

in a careful step-by-step manner requires time, and this is often in short supply in

many everyday situations.

Consider a teenager who is offered a cigarette by a friend. In reality he has only

seconds or minutes to respond before the opportunity is missed or withdrawn (e.g.

the cigarette is offered to someone else, or consumed by the friend). A schoolboy

trying to cross a busy road has to make his move at some point, or risk getting to

school late. A youth with a headache can’t delay taking medication for too long

otherwise the symptoms may get worse. A pregnant girl in labour who experi-

ences acute foetal distress has to decide quickly whether to have a caesarean

section. Similarly the driver of a vehicle faced with a traffic emergency, such as

imminent collision, has only seconds to act. In any of these scenarios, prolonged

decision making is unrealistic. In all these scenarios a decision is required soon,

with little or no time for protracted thinking and information seeking.
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Another criticism is that step-by-step accounts of decision making are simply

too tidy, too orderly, to reflect accurately the disarray of everyday decision

making. In the real world things are often chaotic, haphazard and disorganised,

with no readily discernible steps or sequences. For example, one event (e.g. death

of a relative) may trigger several different decisions, all of which are processed at

the same time. Furthermore, a decision once made may be reversed, altered or

abandoned, several times over, in just a few minutes (imagine the decisions made

by football players during a fast-moving match).

Even without these limitations, the idea of human rationality is always ques-

tionable. Do people really think in a logical and sensible manner, even if they have

all the time in the world? Many theorists think not. Distinguished psychologist Jean

Piaget pointed out that children do not achieve the ability for rational thought until

their early teens, and even then this ability remains underdeveloped for several

years (Piaget, 1954, 1956). Adults sometimes require a college or university

education in order to understand the basic tenets of rational thought.

Even if people can think rationally they may have no desire to. Stress, laziness,

indifference, sentimentality, habit, politics and many other factors may easily

discourage a person from thinking logically (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). For

example, if an educated and capable politician believes that a rational decision

on some aspect of health care policy is likely to lose her votes at the next election,

she is unlikely to make such a decision.

Box 1.1 Media spotlight: opportunity and adult misconduct

Why do teenagers engage in risky health behaviours, for example cigarette

smoking? One reason is that they can! In other words, they have the

opportunity to indulge in such activity. Thus, teenagers smoke because they

have access to cigarettes.

The options available to teenagers during decisionmaking are amajor factor

in determining how they will behave. Risky behaviours are more likely to occur

if these are available as viable options. Furthermore, wider society in general

may play a huge part in presenting risky behaviour’s viable options.

I came across a newspaper article that highlighted this argument (see Daily

Post, 30 October 2007). A 15-year-old girl was recruited by local authorities in

the north-west of England, to visit up to fourteen shops asking to buy a pack of

twenty cigarettes. Until recently it had been illegal for shops to sell cigarettes to

anyone aged under 16. A few weeks previously this minimum legal age had

been raised to 18.

Nevertheless, despite the legal constraints clearly designed to deny younger

teenagers access to cigarettes, eliminating smoking as a practicable option, the

vast majority of shops agreed to sell cigarettes to the girl.

By offering to sell her cigarettes these shops had effectively created the

opportunity to smoke. Smoking was now a feasible option that the girl, as a

decision maker, could weigh against the obvious (and often less attractive)

alternative of not smoking.
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Bias in decision making

Human beings are subjective. Our thinking, reasoning, feelings and actions are

slanted and prejudiced in a variety of ways that reflect our own personal prefer-

ences, motives and desires. Thus, it follows that any decision we make would at

least in part be skewed by these very biases.

The idea of subjectivity in decision making is not new; even rationalistic

accounts of decision making recognise this factor (e.g. Janis and Mann, 1976,

1977). Psychological literature contains numerous references to various biases

that could, potentially, influence choice (see reviews by Eiser, 1988; Eagly and

Chaiken, 1993).

Bias often occurs in the use of personal ‘rules of thumb’, better known as

heuristics (discussed below). However, two other prominent forms of bias partic-

ularly associated with decision making are social desirability (Helmes and

Holden, 2003) and defensive avoidance (Krohne, 1993).

Social desirability refers to the tendency most people have to portray them-

selves in a favourable light, especially in public. Thus, when making a decision, it

is often far more important to look good (e.g. cool, intelligent, competent, con-

sistent, tough, insightful, clever, mature, and so on) than to reason objectively. So,

for example, teenagers often succumb to peer pressure to smoke cigarettes

because it is more important for them to impress peers, rather than protect their

health (clearly the more sensible goal).

Defensive avoidance is a highly ubiquitous and endemic form of decision

making, whereby the decision maker is more preoccupied with reducing stress,

rather than making a good decision. It can take various forms, including avoiding

disturbing thoughts or stimuli, underestimating personal susceptibility to risk, and

shifting decision making responsibility to others (Shinnerer, 2001; Field et al.,

2007; Prosser et al., 2007).

For example, faced with the option of continuing to drink alcohol or

quitting, many alcoholics routinely opt to keep drinking, simply because

they’d rather avoid the severe withdrawal symptoms associated with giving

up their addiction. People regularly delay important decisions, defer respon-

sibility to others or simply make the wrong choice, all in a desperate bid to

avoid anxiety. Defensive avoidance is discussed in much greater depth later

on in this book.

Can people overcome such subjective influences when making decisions?

Casual observation and anecdotal evidence would suggest that, with a sufficient

degree of education, and intellectual maturity, it is possible to minimise one’s

biases, if not eliminate them altogether. However, as will be seen in the final

chapter of this book, people in general, and adolescents in particular, rarely

change their decision making habits over time. Decision making does seem

to improve with age (e.g. Mann et al., 1989; Ormond et al., 1991; Petersen and

Leffert, 1995), suggesting that any biases may gradually diminish as adulthood

approaches.
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Let’s now consider bias that takes the form of short cuts, or simplistic rules of

thumb.

Short cuts

Decision making can be a complex activity. Even the most trivial decisions,

such as determining which DVD to rent from a video club, or where to go on

holiday, can be difficult to make. There are often numerous options to consider,

each with a lengthy list of potential costs and benefits, with varying degrees of

certainty.

Typically it isn’t entirely clear what the options or potential outcomes are, or

where and how to obtain further information and advice (Byrnes, 2002). Thus,

even the most intellectually gifted adolescents can find themselves completely

flummoxed and bogged down trying to find solutions to seemingly intractable

problems. Not surprisingly, therefore, people actively look for ways to simplify

decision making, so that it is quick and effortless.

One way they do this is by relying on heuristics, according to renowned

psychologists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman. A heuristic is a simplistic

rule of thumb that enables a person to come to a swift judgement, especially when

faced with a difficult or complicated problem (Kahneman and Tversky, 1973). For

Box 1.2 Contextual issues: the Fundamental Attribution Error

In my view one of the most important concepts in psychology is what social

psychologists term the Fundamental Attribution Error (FAE) (Brehm et al., 1999).

Essentially, this refers to mistakes of underestimating the impact of situational

factors in a person’s behaviour, and overestimating the role of their personality.

For example, the driver of a speeding car is more likely to be seen as a ‘bad’

or ‘reckless’ person, rather than a good driver who may be rushing to hospital

to see his dying mother, or a doctor on his way to attend a critically ill patient.

One reason people commit the FAE is that situational factors are rarely

obvious to the observer, so it becomes almost instinctive to blame an

individual’s nature. Regardless, in any discussion of decisionmaking, it is vitally

important always to bear in mind that decisions aren’t made in a vacuum.

There is always a context, notably in terms of social, economic, political,

cultural and environmental factors. These variables can have a significant

impact on the proceedings. For example, teenagers trying to decide whether or

not to become sexually active are often heavily swayed by opinions of other

teenagers, particularly their friends.

Assuming decision making is rational, this social context helps define what

options andoutcomeswill be considered. For example, an adolescentwhosepeer

group is entirely sexually active, andproud tobe,mayanticipate a certaindegreeof

mockery frompeers shouldhechoose toabstain fromsexual activity. Thispotential

social drawback can be critical in determining what decision will be made.
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example, a common heuristic many people employ when faced with an emer-

gency situation that requires quick thinking is to simply do what others around

them are doing. Another is to act on the basis of ‘gut instinct’.

Several commonly used heuristics are:

* representativeness (judging based on comparability, ‘like goes with like’)

* availability (deciding based on what one can remember easily)

* anchoring (deciding in relation to a reference point, a familiar position)

* effort (doing whatever entails the least/greatest amount of effort)

* familiarity (choosing whatever option is most familiar)

* emotion (doing whatever makes one feel good)

* scarcity (selecting something because it is rare)

* attractiveness (accepting a recommendation if the source is attractive).

The first three heuristics are perhaps the best known. The representativeness

heuristic entails making a decision based on similarity. People infer that what

applies in one situation necessarily applies in another, simply because the two

situations are comparable. Consider a youth who chooses to smoke because

previous smoking failed to produce any health problems. He compares current

and previous smoking, and reasons that since no health problems emerged

previously, nothing bad is likely to emerge now.

Anchoring occurs where decisions are based on a person’s initial position

or ‘anchor’: typically the decision is biased towards the anchor. For example,

someone who smokes five cigarettes per day may find quitting a more viable

option than a person who smokes fifty cigarettes daily. This is because

smoking no cigarettes is ‘closer’ to the first person’s initial position.

Similarly, a woman will more readily agree to attend a breast cancer screening

session at her local hospital if she has a family history of breast cancer than if

she does not. Thus, her initial position – having a family history of cancer – is

key in determining whether or not she opts to screen, and makes the decision

easy to reach.

The availability heuristic refers to the tendency for people to make decisions

based on what they can most easily remember or imagine. For example, in

deciding whether to have a caesarean section or a ‘natural’ birth, a woman in

labour may promptly opt for the latter because this method more easily comes to

mind, based on memories of a previous pregnancy.

Other ways to simplify decisions include going for an option that involves

the least amount of effort (e.g. opting to keep drinking alcohol simply because

this is much easier than abstaining, regardless of the inherent health risks),

makes one feel good (e.g. choosing to eat fatty foods over healthier vegetables

because one ‘likes’ the former) or looks most attractive (e.g. buying an

expensive car because it looks good, rather than a more economical but uglier

alternative).

Overall heuristics are inescapable realities of everyday decision making. Indeed

it can be argued that the majority of our decisions are heuristics based. We
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routinely cut corners and ignore relevant details, simply to reach decisions quickly

and with minimal effort.

Sometimes there are practical reasons that make reliance on heuristics

inevitable. The most notable of these is lack of time (Janis and Mann, 1977).

Faced with severe deadline pressure, such as a fast-approaching danger or

emergency that needs to be averted quickly (e.g. speeding vehicle, approaching

tornado, severe chest pains indicating an imminent heart attack), there simply

isn’t the time to calmly and thoroughly review all the options, and reach an

informed decision.

In such situations, reliance on heuristics may actually help save lives. For

example, when someone has been badly injured in a car accident, rushing

her to hospital is what immediately comes to mind (the availability heuris-

tic), and is also the most sensible thing to do. Spending valuable time

thinking about all the possible alternatives (e.g. staying put, going to hospi-

tal or calling a doctor to the scene) could be useful on occasion, but very

easily lead to loss of life.

1.1 Deciding to smoke. This decision may be the end result of hours, weeks,

months or even years of careful thought, or the application of a simple rule of

thumb, such as ‘Do it if it feels good!’ (Source: SXC).
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